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Abstract
The ﬁrst inﬁnite families of symmetric designswere obtained fromﬁnite projective geometries, Hadamardmatrices, and difference
sets. In this paper we describe two general methods of constructing symmetric designs that give rise to the parameters of all other
known inﬁnite families of symmetric designs. The method of global decomposition produces an incidence matrix of a symmetric
design as a block matrix with each block being a zero matrix or an incidence matrix of a smaller symmetric design. The method of
local decomposition represents incidence matrices of a residual and a derived design of a symmetric design as block matrices with
each block being a zero matrix or an incidence matrix of a smaller residual or derived design, respectively.
© 2006 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
A combinatorial design is an arrangement of elements of a (ﬁnite) set into subsets so that the subsets satisfy certain
regularity conditions. In the twentieth century an impetus for the development of design theory came from statistics,
speciﬁcally from the area of design of experiments. Some of the pioneering classic works are Fisher andYates [9],Yates
[30], and Bose [2]. In the seminal paper [2], Bose coined the term balanced incomplete block design (BIBD) and laid
down some systematic methods for constructing BIBDs. In this paper he introduced the use of groups, Galois ﬁelds,
and ﬁnite geometries in the constructions of designs. He gave the ﬁrst proof that any two distinct blocks of a symmetric
(v, k, )-design intersect in  points and introduced the concept of residual and derived designs of a symmetric design.
ABIBDwith parameters (v, b, r, k, ) is an incidence structure (X,B), whereX is a set of cardinality v (the point-set)
and B is a collection of k-subsets (blocks) of V such that |B| = b, any point is contained in exactly r blocks, and any
two distinct points are contained in exactly  blocks. If X = {x1, . . . , xv} andB= {B1, . . . , Bb}, then the v × b matrix
M = [mij ], where mij = 1 if xi ∈ Bj and mij = 0 if xi /∈Bj , is the incidence matrix of the design. A (0, 1)-matrix N
with v rows, b columns, and constant column sum k is an incidence matrix of a BIBD with parameters (v, b, r, k, ) if
and only if it satisﬁes the equation NN = (r − )I + J , where I is the identity matrix and J is the all-one matrix of
order v.
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Our paper concerns mostly symmetric (v, k, )-designs, that is, BIBDs with b = v or equivalently r = k. If B is a
block of a symmetric (v, k, )-design D, then removing B from the block set and every point of B from the point set
and replacing each blockA = B byA\B produces a BIBD with parameters (v− k, b− 1, r, k− , )which is called a
residual design ofD and denoted byDB . The derived designDB is obtained by removing the block B and all points that
are not in B and replacing each blockA = B byA∩B. DesignDB is a BIBDwith parameters (k, b−1, r−1, , −1).
The monograph by Beth et al. [1] combines the parameters (v, k, ) of all known symmetric designs into 18 inﬁnite
families, three possibly inﬁnite families, and several sporadic designs. Since the appearance of this monograph, several
parametrically new inﬁnite families of symmetric designs have been discovered. Series 6 and 11 from the monograph
are contained in a newly discovered family that can be presented as follows (we list it as Series 6):
Series 6: Let q and r = (qd − 1)/(q − 1) be prime powers. Then, for any positive integer m, there exists a symmetric
design with parameters(
1 + qr(r
m − 1)
r − 1 , r
m,
rm−1(r − 1)
q
)
.
(See [13].)
Series 15 is now generalized as follows:
Series 15: Let
v = h((2h − 1)
2m − 1)
h − 1 , k = h(2h − 1)
2m−1, = h(h − 1)(2h − 1)2m−2,
where m is a positive integer and h is such that (2h − 1)2 is a prime power and either there exists a Hadamard matrix
of order 2|h| or h ∈ {±5,±3n}. (See [22,23,19,20,16].)
In view of this, all currently known inﬁnite or possibly inﬁnite families of symmetric designs can be combined into
twenty series. Of these series, two represent the designs with classical parameters that can be obtained from projective
spaces over ﬁnite ﬁelds or Hadamard matrices. Regular Hadamard matrices of order 4h2 are the source of Series 2.
Parameters of Series 1, 3, 7, 13, 14, 18, and 19 can be realized by difference sets.
In this paper, we will divide the remaining series (Series 4–6, 8–10, 12, and 15–17) of symmetric designs into two
classes whichwe call globally and locally decomposable symmetric designs.Wewill describe two constructionmethods
for all these designs. In both methods, a large symmetric design will be obtained from smaller ones. The main tools
used to piece together the smaller symmetric designs are balanced generalized weighing matrices over cyclic groups
and generalized Hadamard matrices over elementary abelian groups.
In Section 2, we give basic information on balanced generalized weighing matrices and generalized Hadamard
matrices.
In Section 3, we use Bridges’construction [4] of a symmetric (66, 26, 10)-design to introduce the notion of a globally
decomposable symmetric design. We then give a new construction of Shrikhande–Singhi designs (Series 4 in [1]) as
globally decomposable symmetric designs.
In Section 4 we describe a construction of designs from Series 8–10 and 15–17 as admitting a regular and uniform
global decomposition. We obtain an incidence matrix of any such design as a block matrix with each block being an
incidence matrix of a smaller symmetric design (“the starter”) or a zero matrix. The designs that serve as starters are
either developments of difference sets or regular Hadamard matrices.
In the last section we introduce the notion of a locally decomposable symmetric design. A typical example of such
a design is the symmetric (25, 9, 3)-design constructed by Rajkundlia [25]. We show that designs with parameters of
Series 5, 6, and 12 can be viewed as locally decomposable designs.
For further results on symmetric designs and related areas, see the monograph by Ionin and Shrikhande [18].
2. Balanced generalized weighing matrices
One of the main tools used in this paper is balanced generalized weighing matrices.
Deﬁnition 2.1. LetG be a multiplicatively written ﬁnite group.AmatrixW =[ij ] of orderw with entries from the set
G=G∪{0} is called a balanced generalizedweighingmatrix with parameters (w, l, ) overG or aBGW(w, l, ) if each
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row of W contains exactly l nonzero entries and, for all distinct i, h ∈ {1, 2, . . . , w}, the multiset {−1hj ij : 1jw,
ij = 0,hj = 0} contains exactly /|G| copies of each element of G. A matrix BGW(w,w,w) over a group G is
called a generalized Hadamard matrix and is denoted by GH(q, s), where q = |G| and s = w/q.
Remark 2.2. Matrices BGW(n, n − 1, n − 2) with zero diagonal over the group G = {±1} of order 2 are known as
conference matrices. Raghavarao refers to them in [24] as Sn matrices.
In this paper we will be using balanced generalized weighing matrices
BGW
(
qm+1 − 1
q − 1 , q
m, qm − qm−1
)
over G, (1)
where q is a prime power, m is a positive integer, and G is a cyclic group whose order divides q − 1, and generalized
Hadamard matrices
GH(q, qm−1) over G, (2)
where q is a prime power, m is a positive integer, and G is an elementary abelian group of order q.
For further references on balanced generalized weighing matrices and generalized Hadamard matrices, see [7,
Sections IV.4.4 and IV.11.3] and the forthcoming monograph [18].
We will now describe the way we will be using balanced generalized weighing matrices in constructing symmetric
designs.
Deﬁnition 2.3. LetM be a set of (0, 1) matrices of the same size v × b, which have constant and the same row sum
r. Let S be a ﬁnite group of bijectionsM→M. We will say that S is a group of symmetries onM if
(i) (X)(Y ) = XY for all X, Y ∈M and all  ∈ S and
(ii) there is an integer a such that∑∈SX = aJ for all X ∈M.
Remark 2.4. The constant a is equal to r|S|/b.
Remark 2.5. If X ∈ M is an incidence matrix of a (v, b, r, k, ) design, then condition (i) with Y = X implies that
X is an incidence matrix of a (v, b, r, k, ) design.
Example 2.6. LetM be the set of all (0, 1) matrices of size v × b with constant row sum r. For each X ∈M, let X
denote the matrix obtained by the cyclic permutation (12 . . . b) of columns of X. We regard  as a bijectionM→M.
Then the cyclic group S generated by  is a group of symmetries onM.
Deﬁnition 2.7. Let S be a group of symmetries on a set M of (0, 1) matrices of size v × b. Let W be a balanced
generalized weighing matrix BGW(w, l, ) over S. For anyX ∈M, we will denote byW ⊗X the (vw)× (bw)matrix
obtained by replacing every nonzero entry  ofW by the v × b matrix X and every zero entry ofW by the v × b zero
matrix.
Remark 2.8. Observe that if v = b and M is a set of incidence matrices of symmetric (v, k, )-designs, then, for
X ∈M, W ⊗ X is a block matrix with each block being either an incidence matrix of a symmetric (v, k, )-design or
the zero matrix of order v.
The following theorem was proven in Ionin [10]
Theorem 2.9. LetM be a set of v×b incidence matrices of (v, b, r, k, ) designs. Let S be a ﬁnite group of symmetries
onM and W be a balanced generalized weighing matrix BGW(w, l, ) over S with kr= vl. Then, for any X ∈M,
W ⊗ X is an incidence matrix of a (vw, bw, rl, kl, l) design.
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Proof. LetX ∈M. Since every column ofW =[ij ] has exactly l nonzero entries, the column sum ofW ⊗X is equal
to kl. For i, h = 1, 2, . . . , w, let
Pih =
w∑
j=1
(ijX)(hjX)

.
It sufﬁces to show that
Pih =
{
(rl − l)I + lJ if i = h,
lJ if i = h. (3)
Since each row of W has exactly l nonzero entries, we have, for some j ∈ S,
Pii =
l∑
j=1
(jX)(jX)
 = lXX = (rl − l)I + lJ .
If i = h, then, for some j , j ∈ S,
Pih =
∑
j=1
(jX)(jX)
 =
∑
j=1
(−1j jX)X
 = |S|
∑
∈S
(X)X = k
v
JX = kr
v
J = lJ . 
Remark 2.10. We will use this theorem with matrices (1). If (v, b, r, k, ) are the parameters of a nontrivial 2-design
and (w, l, ) satisfy (1), then the equation kr = vl is equivalent to q = kr/(r − ). In particular, for symmetric
designs this condition becomes q = k2/(k − ).
Some applications of balanced generalized weighing matrices to constructing symmetric designs can be found in
the work of Rajkundlia [25], who used these matrices over a group of order 2, Brouwer [5], who used conference
matrices, and Fanning [8], who used balanced generalized weighing matrices over a group of order 3. The general
approach described in this paper is due to Ionin [10]. Balanced generalized weighing matrices could be applied to other
combinatorial constructions. Ionin and Shrikhande [17] applied these matrices for constructing an inﬁnite family of
2-designs with three intersection numbers which admit a nearly afﬁne decomposition. Ionin and Kharaghani [14,15]
used balanced generalized weighing matrices for constructing inﬁnite families of strongly regular graphs and doubly
regular digraphs.
3. Global decomposition of symmetric designs
The ﬁrst symmetric (66, 26, 10)-design was constructed by van Trung [29]. The construction we describe below is
due to Bridges [4]. As Bridges remarks, this construction does not seem to have a direct generalization. However, this
construction will give us the ﬁrst example of a globally decomposable symmetric design.
Let N = [nij ] be the Paley matrix of order 11, so
nij =
{0 if i = j,
1 if i − j is a quadratic residuemod 11,
0 if i − j is a quadratic nonresiduemod 11.
Then N is the incidence matrix of a symmetric (11, 5, 2)-design. Note that N is a skew matrix, i.e., N + N = J − I .
Let W be the following BGW(6, 5, 4) matrix over the cyclic group G = {±1} of order 2 (where ±1 are represented
by ±):
W =
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
0 + + + + +
− 0 − + + −
− − 0 − + +
− + − 0 − +
− + + − 0 −
− − + + − 0
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ .
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Replace every (+)-entry ofW by matrix N, every (−)-entry by matrix N, and every 0-entry by the identity matrix
I of order 11. We obtain a (0, 1) block-matrix M = [Mij ] of order 66 with each block equal to N, N or I. As Bridges
showed in [4], M is the incidence matrix of a symmetric (66, 26, 10)-design.
Recall that a 2-(v1, k1, 1) design D1 = (X1,B1) with 1<v1 <v is a proper subdesign of a 2-(v, k, ) design
D = (X,B) if and only if (i) X1 ⊂ X, (ii) B1 ⊆ B, (iii) |B ∩ X1| = k1 for each block B ∈ B1, and (iv) for any two
distinct points x, y ∈ X1, there are exactly 1 blocks B ∈ B1 which contain both x and y. Investigation of symmetric
subdesigns of symmetric designs was started by Bruck [6], who considered subplanes of projective planes, and was
continued among others by Bose and Shrikhande [3]. For further references on symmetric subdesigns of symmetric
designs, see the recent survey by Shrikhande [27].
The incidence matrix M of the above symmetric (66, 26, 10)-design is a 6 × 6 block-matrix. Of its 36 blocks, 30
are incidence matrices of symmetric (11, 5, 2)-designs and the remaining six are incidence matrices of symmetric
(11, 1, 0)-designs. This motivates the following deﬁnition.
Deﬁnition 3.1. A family of proper symmetric subdesigns Di , i = 1, 2, . . . , s, of a symmetric design D is called a
global decomposition of D if the sets of ﬂags of the designs Di partition the set of ﬂags of D.
In the language of matrices, a symmetric design is globally decomposable if and only if its incidence matrix can
be split into nonoverlapping submatrices (of order greater than 1), of which each is either the incidence matrix of a
symmetric design or a zero matrix.
An example of an inﬁnite family of globally decomposable symmetric designs comes from regular Hadamard
matrices. If H1 and H2 are regular Hadamard matrices of order 4h21 and 4h22, respectively, then the Kronecker product
H = H1 ⊗ H2 is a regular Hadamard matrix of order 16h21h22. The corresponding symmetric (16h21h22, 8h21h22 −
2h1h2, 4h21h
2
2 −2h1h2)-design is decomposable into symmetric designs, of which each is isomorphic to the symmetric
(4h22, 2h
2
2 − h2, h22 − h2)-design corresponding to H2 or to the complement of this design.
We now show that the designs of Shrikhande–Singhi family (Series 4 in [1]) are globally decomposable.
Theorem 3.2. Let q be a positive integer. If there exists a symmetric (q2+q+1, q+1, 1)-design and aBGW(q2+q+
2, q2 + q + 1, q2 + q) over Zq+1, then there exists a globally decomposable symmetric (3 + + 1, 2 + 1, )-design
with = q + 1.
Proof. LetM be the set of all permutation matrices of order q + 1. (Of course, each of these matrices can be regarded
as an incidence matrix of the symmetric (q + 1, 1, 0)-design.) For each X ∈ M, let X be the matrix obtained by
applying the permutation = (1, 2, . . . , q + 1) to the set of columns of X. The cyclic group S generated by  is a group
of symmetries onM. Let W = [ij ] be a BGW(q2 + q + 2, q2 + q + 1, q2 + q) over S. Since each row and each
column ofW have exactly one zero entry, we permute rows ofW, if necessary, and assume that all the diagonal entries
of W are equal to 0.
LetY be an incidence matrix of a symmetric (q2+q+1, q+1, 1)-design and letR1, R2, . . .,Rq2+q+1 be the rows of
Y. Let Y1 be the (q +1)× (q2 +q +1) zero matrix and, for i=2, 3, . . . , q2 +q +2, let Yi be the (q +1)× (q2 +q +1)
matrix with every row equal toRi−1. ThenXY i =Yi for i=1, 2, . . . , q2+q+2 and anyX ∈M. Deﬁne a block-matrix
N = [Nij ], i, j = 1, 2, . . . , q2 + q + 3, as follows. N11 = J ;Ni,q2+q+3 = Yi for i = q2 + q + 3;Nq2+q+3,j = Yj for
j = q2 + q + 3;Nij = Iq2+q+1 for i = j = q2 + q + 3;Nij = ij Iq+1 for all other values of i and j.
We claim that N is an incidence matrix of the design we are looking for.We shall show that, for i, h= 1, 2, . . . , q2 +
q + 3,
Pih =
q2+q+3∑
j=1
NijN

hj =
{
(q2 + q + 1)I + (q + 1)J if i = h,
(q + 1)J if i = h.
If i or h is equal to 1 or q2 + q + 3, it is straightforward. If i, h = 2, 3, . . . , q2 + q + 2, then, for some j ∈ S,
Pii =
q2+q+1∑
j=1
(j I )(j I )
 + YiYi = (q2 + q + 1)I + (q + 1)J
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and, for i = h, there are j , j ∈ S, j = 1, 2, . . . , q2 + q such that
Pih =
q2+q∑
j=1
(j I )(j I )
 + YiYh =
q2+q∑
j=1
−1j j I + J = q
∑
∈S
I + J = (q + 1)J .
If h> 1, then a similar calculation shows that P1h = (q + 1)J . Finally, let 2 iq2 + q + 2 and h = q2 + q + 3.
Then
Pih =
q2+q+2∑
j=1
(ij I )Yj + Yi =
q2+q+2∑
j=2
Yj = (q + 1)J .
Thus, N is an incidence matrix of a symmetric design. This design is decomposable into the following symmetric
designs: a (q + 1, q + 1, q + 1)-design with the incidence matrix N11; (q + 1, 1, 0)-designs with the incidence
matrices Nij , i, j = 1, 2, . . . , q2 + q + 2, except i = j = 1; a (q2 + q + 1, 1, 0)-design with the incidence matrix
Nq2+q+3,q2+q+3; (q2 + q + 1, q + 1, 1)-designs with incidence matrices Mk, k = 1, 2, . . . , q + 1, formed by the last
q2+q+1 columns ofN and the rows ofNwhose index is congruent k (mod q+1) and does not exceed (q2+q+1)(q+1);
and (q2 + q + 1, q + 1, 1)-designs with incidence matrices M∗k , k = 1, 2, . . . , q + 1, formed by the last q2 + q + 1
rows of N and the columns of N whose index is congruent k (mod q + 1) and does not exceed (q2 + q + 1)(q + 1). 
4. Regular uniform global decompositions
In this section we will consider globally decomposable symmetric designs with additional regularity conditions.
Deﬁnition 4.1. Let a family of symmetric designs {Di} be a global decomposition of a symmetric design D. If all the
designs Di have the same block size, the decomposition is said to be uniform. If, for any two designs Di = (Xi,Bi )
and Dj = (Xj ,Bj ) in the decomposition, Xi = Xj or Xi ∩ Xj = ∅ andBi =Bj orBi ∩Bj = ∅, the decomposition
is called regular.
Remark 4.2. If a family of symmetric designs {Di} is a regular uniform global decomposition of a symmetric design
D, then all Di have the same parameters.
The symmetric (66, 26, 10)-design from the previous section admits a regular (but not uniform) global decomposition.
The Shrikhande–Singhi designs in Theorem 3.2 is neither regular, nor uniform.
Recall that spread of d-spaces of the projective space PG(m, q) is a set of d-dimensional subspaces that partition
PG(m, q). As Rao has shown in [26], such a spread exists if and only if d + 1 divides m + 1. Given a subspace U
from the spread, every hyperplane in PG(m, q) either contains U or intersects U in a (d − 1)-dimensional subspace.
Therefore, the spread of d-spaces produces a global decomposition of the complement of the design PGm−1(m, q) into
symmetric designs, each of which is the complement of PGd−1(d, q). This decomposition is both regular and uniform.
Theorem 2.9 allows to construct symmetric designs admitting a regular uniform global decomposition into smaller
symmetric designs. The next theorem shows that this is likely to be the only way to obtain such symmetric designs.
Theorem 4.3. Let a symmetric design D admit a regular uniform global decomposition into symmetric (v, k, )-
designs. Let M be an incidence matrix of D represented as a block matrix M = [Mij ], i, j = 1, 2, . . . , w, where each
Mij is either an incidence matrix of a symmetric (v, k, )-design or the zero matrix of order v. Suppose further that
there exists a linearly independent (over rationals) set M of incidence matrices of symmetric (v, k, )-designs that
contains all nonzero matrices Mij and admits a sharply transitive group S of symmetries. Then there exists X ∈ M
and a balanced generalized weighing matrixW over S with parameters (w, l, ) such that k2= vl and W ⊗X=M .
Proof. Let W0 be the matrix of order w whose (i, j)-entry is equal to 0 if Mij =O and is equal to 1 if Mij = O. Let l
be the number of nonzero matrices among Mi1, . . . ,Miw. Then M is a symmetric (vw, kl, l)-design and therefore, l
is the same for i = 1, 2, . . . , w. Let i, h ∈ {1, 2, . . . , w}, i = h. Let  be the number of indices j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , w} such
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that Mij = O and Mhj = O. Fix a row m in the ith row of blocks and count in two ways pairs (n, t), where n is a row
in the hth row of blocks and both the (m, t)-entry and the (n, t)-entry of M are equal to 1. We obtain vl = k2, so 
does not depend on i, h. Therefore, W0 is the incidence matrix of a symmetric (w, l, )-design.
Let i, h ∈ {1, 2, . . . , w}, i = h. Then
w∑
j=1
MijM

hj = lJ .
Since there are exactly  indices j, for which Mij = 0 and Mhj = 0, we have, for some j , j ∈ G,
∑
j=1
(jX)(jX)
 = lJ .
Then
∑
j=1
(−1j jX)X
 = lJ .
Since JX = kJ , we have (1/k)J = J (X)−1, so
∑
j=1
−1j jX =
l
k
J .
On the other hand, since the group S is sharply transitive, we have, for X0 ∈M,∑
X∈M
X =
∑
∈S
X0 = aJ ,
where a = k|G|/v, so∑
X∈M
vl
k2|G|X =
l
k
J .
Since the setM is linearly independent, we obtain that the multiset
{−1j j : 1j}
contains vl/k2|G| = /|G| copies of every element of G. 
Remark 4.4. In the paper [21], Jungnickel and Tonchev investigate global decompositions of symmetric designs ob-
tained by development of difference sets. Under some further hypotheses they obtained a stronger necessary conditions
for such designs.
Under conditions of Theorem 2.9, if X is an incidence matrix of a symmetric (v, k, ) design, then W ⊗ X is an
incidencematrix of a symmetric (vw, kl, l)-design that admits a regular uniform global decomposition into symmetric
(v, k, )-designs.
Applying Theorem 2.9 to constructing symmetric designs consists of two main steps. First we need a “starter”, that
is, a symmetric (v, k, )-design with q=k2/(k−) a prime power. Then we have to ﬁnd a suitable group of symmetries
on a set of incidence matrices of symmetric (v, k, )-designs.
The group S acting on a setM of incidence matrices of symmetric (v, k, )-designs may consist of permutations of
columns of matrices X ∈ M. As the following theorem shows, until new BGW matrices are discovered, the designs
obtained with the help of such symmetry groups have well-known parameters.
Theorem 4.5. LetM be a nonempty set of incidence matrices of symmetric (v, k, )-designs. Suppose that q = k2/
(k − ) is a prime power. Let S be a group of permutations of degree v and let |S| divide q − 1. For each X ∈M and
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each  ∈ S, let X be the matrix obtained by applying  to the set of columns of X. Suppose that∑∈SX= (k|S|/v)J
for all X ∈M. Then (v, k, ) are the parameters of the complement of the design PGs−1(s, pa), where p is the prime
divisor of q and s and a are positive integers.
Proof. Let X ∈ M. Let C be a column of X. The group S acts as a group of permutations of columns of X. Let C be
the orbit of C with respect to this action. The submatrix Y formed by all the rows of X and the columns from C has
a constant column sum k and constant inner product  of any two distinct columns. Since
∑
∈SX = (k|S|/v)J , the
matrix Y has a constant row sum r = k|C|/v. Therefore, Y is the incidence matrix of a (|C|, v, k, r, )-design. Then
(|C| − 1)= k(r − 1),
which implies that |C| = v.
Thus, v divides |S| and then v divides q − 1= v/(k− ). This in turn implies that k−  divides . Let = t (k− ).
Then q =(t +1)2/t . If p is the prime divisor of q, then both t +1 and /t are powers of p. Let t +1=pa and = tpb.
Then k =pa+b and v − 1= k(k − 1)/=pa(pa+b − 1)/(pa − 1). Therefore, pa − 1 divides pa+b − 1 which implies
that a divides b. Let b = sa. Then (v, k, ) are the parameters of the complement of the design PGs(s + 1, pa). 
More interesting applications of Theorem 2.9 are possible if an incidence matrix of the starting symmetric (v, k, )-
design has a nice block-structure, which allows for a group of symmetries of order less than v. Two known examples
of such starting designs are obtained from difference sets and from regular Hadamard matrices.
In the paper [12], Ionin applied Theorem 2.9 to McFarland, Spence, and Davis–Jedwab difference sets and their
complements and obtained the following inﬁnite families of symmetric designs, which admit regular and uniform
global decomposition:(
pd+1(q2m − 1)
q − 1 , q
2m−1pd, (q − 1)q2m−2pd−1
)
, (4)
where m and d are positive integers, p and q = (pd+1 − 1)/(p − 1) are prime powers,(
pd(q2m − 1)
(p − 1)(pd + 1) , p
dq2m−1, pd(pd + 1)(p − 1)q2m−2
)
, (5)
where m and d are positive integers, p and q = pd+1 + p − 1 are prime powers,(
2 · 3d(q2m − 1)
3d + 1 , 3
dq2m−1, 3
d(3d + 1)q2m−2
2
)
, (6)
where m and d are positive integers and q = (3d+1 + 1)/2 is a prime power,(
3d(q2m − 1)
2(3d − 1) , 3
dq2m−1, 2 · 3d(3d − 1)q2m−2
)
, (7)
where m and d are positive integers and q = 3d+1 − 2 is a prime power,(
22d+3(q2m − 1)
q + 1 , 2
2d+1q2m−1, 22d−1(q + 1)q2m−2
)
, (8)
where m and d are positive integers and q = (22d+3 + 1)/3 is a prime power,(
22d+3(q2m − 1)
3(q − 1) , 2
2d+1q2m−1, 3 · 22d−1(q − 1)q2m−2
)
, (9)
where m and d are positive integers and q = 22d+3 − 3 is a prime power.
The next theorem is a slight modiﬁcation of the result obtained in Kharaghani [22,23]. To state the theorem, we need
the following.
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Deﬁnition 4.6. Let h = 0 be an integer. An incidence matrix N of a symmetric (4h2, 2h2 − h, h2 − h)-design is said
to be quasi-Bush type if it can be represented as a block-matrix N = [Nij ], where each Nij is a 1 × 2|h| matrix with
the sum of entries equal to 2|h|, |h| or 0.
Theorem 4.7. The setMh of all quasi-Bush type matrices of order 4h2 admits a cyclic group of symmetries whose
order divides 4h.
Proof. Let X ∈Mh, X= [Xij ], where each Xij is a 1× 2|h| matrix with the sum of entries equal to 2|h|, |h| or 0. Let
X = X′ = [X′ij ], where
X′ij =
{
Xi,j−1 if j = 2, 3, . . . , 2h,
Xi,2h if j = 1 and Xi,2h = J or O,
J − Xi,2h if j = 1, Xi,2h = J, and Xi,2h = O.
With this deﬁnition, X′ij has row sum 2|h|, |h| or 0. We will now verify that (X)(Y ) = XY for all X, Y ∈ Mh.
Let X = X′ and Y = Y ′. It sufﬁces to show that, for i, k = 1, 2, . . . , 4h2,
2h∑
j=1
X′ij (Y ′kj ) =
2h∑
j=1
XijY

kj .
We have
2h∑
j=1
X′ij (Y ′kj ) =
2h−1∑
j=1
XijY

kj + X′i1(Y ′k1).
If one of the matrices Xi,2h, Yk,2h is equal to O or J, then, since the sum of entries of X′i1 is the same as the sum of
entries ofXi,2h and the sum of entries of Y ′k1 is the same as the sum of entries of Yk,2h, we haveX′i1(Y ′k1)
 =Xi,2hYk,2h.
Otherwise, we have X′i1(Y ′k1)
 = (J − Xi,2h)(J − Yk,2h) = Xi,2hYk,2h.
Thus, (X)(Y ) =XY. If we put Y =X, we obtain that X is the incidence matrix of a symmetric (4h2, 2h2 −h,
h2 − h)-design. Therefore, X ∈Mh.
Let S be the cyclic group of bijectionsMh →Mh generated by . Then (X)(Y ) =XY for all X, Y ∈Mh and
all  ∈ S. Since 4h is the identity element of S, |S| divides 4h.
Finally, for X ∈ Mh, let Y = [Yij ] =∑4hm=1mX. Suppose that among Xi1, Xi,2, . . . , Xi,2h, there are pi matrices
equal to J and qi matrices with the sum of entries |h|. Then Yij = (2pi + qi)J . On the other hand, since the row sum of
X is equal to 2h2 −h, we have (2pi + qi)|h|= 2h2 −h, we obtain that a= 2pi + qi does not depend on i and therefore,
Y = aJ . Thus, the group S is a group of symmetries onMh. 
Quasi-Bush type regular Hadamardmatrices of order 4h2 are known to exist whenever 2|h| is the order of aHadamard
matrix or h ∈ {±3,±5,±9} [22,19,20], so for these values of h there exists designs (10).
In the paper [16], Ionin and Kharaghani presented a set of regular Hadamard matrices of order 4h2 with h = ±3n
(not of quasi-Bush type) that admit a group of symmetries of order 4|h|.
Note that 4h divides (2h − 1)2 − 1. Therefore, Theorem 2.9 and Remark 2.10 imply
Theorem 4.8. Let h be an integer such that either there exists a Hadamard matrix of order 2|h| or h ∈ {±5,±3n}. If
q = (2h − 1)2 is a prime power, then, for any positive integer m, there exists a symmetric design with parameters
(
4h2(qm+1 − 1)
q − 1 , (2h
2 − h)qm, (h2 − h)qm
)
, (10)
which admits a regular and uniform global decomposition.
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5. Local decomposition of symmetric designs
IfD is a symmetric (v, k, )-designwith 1 andB is a block ofD, then the residual designDB is a 2-(v−k, k−, )-
design and the derived design DB is a 2-(k, , − 1)-design. The matrices X andY in Fig. 1 are the incidence matrices
of a residual and a derived design of a symmetric (25, 9, 3)-design corresponding to the same block, which we denote
by B.
The matrix X is an incidence matrix of a 2-(16,6,3) design, and it is naturally divided into 4 × 6 blocks Xij ,
i, j = 1, 2, 3, 4, so that each Xij with i = j is an incidence matrix of a residual design of the Fano plane. The matrixY
is an incidence matrix of a 2-(9, 3, 2) design. For i, j =1, 2, 3, the submatrices Yij formed by rows 3i−2, 3i−1, 3i and
columns 6i − 5 through 6i of Y are incidence matrices of derived designs of the Fano plane as well as the submatrices
Yi4 formed by the rows i, i + 3, i + 6 and the columns 19 through 24. For each j ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4}, we form three disjoint
pairs (Xij , Yhj ) with i = j and, for such a pair, we form a Fano plane with four points corresponding to the rows of
Xij , three points corresponding to the rows of Yhj , six blocks corresponding to the columns of Xij and Yhj and the
block B. The ﬂags of the 12 Fano planes we have obtained cover every ﬂag of the initial (25, 9, 3)-design once, except
the ﬂags (x, B) which are covered four times each.
This example motivates the following.
Deﬁnition 5.1. LetD= (X,B) be a symmetric design, B ∈ B, and let {Di : 1 is} be a family of proper symmetric
subdesigns of the design D. Let F be the set of ﬂags of D and Fi , i = 1, 2, . . . , s, be the set of ﬂags of Di . The family
{Di} is called a local decomposition of D if (i) F = F1 ∪ F2 ∪ . . . ∪ Fs and (ii) if (x,A) ∈ Fi ∩ Fj with i = j , then
A = B.
In the papers [11,13], incidence matrices of locally decomposable symmetric designs are constructed in the form
[
X 0
Y 1
]
,
Fig. 1.
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where X and Y are incidence matrices of a residual and a derived design, 0 is a column of zeros, and 1 is a column of
ones. Construction of symmetric designs in these papers is based on the following theorem proven in [13].
Theorem 5.2. Let D be a symmetric (v, r, )-design with r a prime power. Let B be a block of D and let X and Y be
incidence matrices of the designs DB and DB , respectively. Suppose there exists a setM of (v− r)× (v− 1) matrices
which contains X, and has a group of symmetries S whose order divides r − 1. Suppose further that (X)Y = J for
all  ∈ S. Then, for any positive integer m, there exists a locally decomposable symmetric design with parameters(
1 + (v − 1)(r
m+1 − 1)
r − 1 , r
m+1, rm
)
. (11)
In the papers [11,13], this theorem is applied to obtain the following families of symmetric designs, which admit a
local decomposition:(
1 + qr(r
m − 1)
r − 1 , r
m,
rm−1(r − 1)
q
)
, (12)
where m is a positive integer and q and r = (qd − 1)/(q − 1) are prime powers,(
1 + 2q(q
m − 1)
q − 1 , q
m,
qm−1(q − 1)
2
)
, (13)
where m is a positive integer and q is an odd prime power,(
1 + 2
d+1(22dm − 1)
2d + 1 , 2
2dm, 22dm−d−1(2d + 1)
)
, (14)
where d and m are positive integers and 2d − 1 is a prime.
Remark 5.3. For d = 2 and m1, parameters (12) are precisely the parameters of the Rajkundlia–Mitchell family
(Series 6 in [1]). Parameters (12) for q = 8, d = 3, and m1 are the parameters of Series 11 in [1]. For q = 2 and
m1, the designs (12) are contained in the Wilson–Brouwer family (Series 7 in [1]). Family (13) is Series 7 in [1].
Family (14) is Series 12 in [1].
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